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Abstract—In some news coverage and even tabloid articles
often read, we hear that electronic and electrical equipment
can consume exorbitant electric Energy for Comfort service,
for standby, or simply when we forget our phone charger in
the socket. In this article we examine engineering and economic
approach and the measured, calculated results will be published.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many articles and news mentioned that the electronically
devices do not have high consumption in the standby mode.
Huge number of regulations suggest that you can save a lot on
an annual basis, if you disconnect the adapter, devices, while
not in use.

In this article by measurements we try to demonstrate what
is real and that is really worth it powered continuously for
different electronic items.

If any electrical equipment cuts off at night, or while you
are not at home, it is conceivable that saves a certain amount
but not sure it is worth the surprise entry because it turns on
and starts the time period for all devices. Nowadays, more
and more devices will have the operating system, which is not
good for the sudden and frequent on or off switching [5].

For the demonstration we use basically two type of elec-
tronic power consumption art of devices; standby mode-, and
battery charger units.

Fig. 1. Measuring of electronic consumption-meter in real environment.

Fig. 2. Electric consumption analyzing of home wireless router in standby
mode.

II. MEASURING OF SELECTED STANDBY DEVICES

This cheap measuring instrument can be connected in series
art between the power supply voltage and the equipment (Fig.
1.).

The compunction measuring instrument is designed to the
household 230-250V electricity network, for commercial ap-
plication. In this device we found a hour, minutes, second
counters which show exactly how long the measuring instru-
ment in operation. It is able to show the actual consumption in
Watts (W ) dimension, the actual amount of current in Ampere
(A).

Inside of consumption measuring device we can found two
battery therefore we cause a short power cut, the device will
work and store the measured results in some minutes. Port,
connector not be found ont he device, It’s accuracy less than
2%, but this failure is constant, so the measured relative values
are correct (Fig. 3.).

So the selected household devices are seen in Table I.

III. MEASURING OF SELECTED ACCUMULATOR CHARGER
DEVICES

Basically we selected chargers on three different electrical
principles (Table II.).

So we chose a device that charges via a current generator art
by reluctance of transformer. There is a device which, through



Device In operation Standby Comments
8586 Mediabox 30,16W 21,16W
WBR-G2 router 12,68W 12,68W Wifi
EPC 3212 modem 14,44W 14,44W
LG 32LS570S TV 47,65W 11,13W LCD
TS 2510 TV 140,5W 15,63W CRT TV

TABLE I
THE SELECTED HOUSEHOLD DEVICES WITH STAND BY ABILITY, FOR

MEASUREMENT.

Fig. 3. Power measuring of an accumulator charger with an universal digital
multi-meter.

dissipative analog electronic parts by realizing the charge.
The third one which is most modern electronic equipment is
operating by pulse with modulation (PWM) switching mode
[3].

The test loading units as small current, small electronic
power consumption, consumptions, can not measured by the
chapter IId escribed device. Therefore, this measurement pre-
cision current measurer device was used (Fig. 3.).

Charger of Device In operation Standby With Device
A12E 8,23W 2,57W -
PDA N560 6,30W 0,17W 0,5W
E72 phone 9,57W 0,07W 0,13W
HP 6110 40,16W 5,22W 18,86
EOS500D 6,99W 0,46W 0,69

TABLE II
THE SELECTED ACCUMULATOR CHARGER DEVICES FOR MEASUREMENT.

IV. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

On the Figures 6-4 you can follow the main evolution or
different between the the two generation of power supply unit.

Figure 4 shows such the solution where is used a popular
switching mode power supply controller. Inner structure of
new generation switching mode power supply controller seen
on Figure 5.

Of course for the normal operate of the television more
power necessaries than the stand by operate. This power we
generate by a simple rectifier [4].

Fig. 5. A popular switching mode integrated circuit TEA2262 [2].

Their got the voltage from the power network (rarely after
a switch). This huge DC voltage we can reduced by resistor
(R). So the dissipation of this part is (1);

PR = I2
T EA2262R, (1)

The current of integrated circuit (IT EA2262) is limited. There-
for we can chouse enough great resistor for R position.

This is the main reason of the relative big stand by current
consumption of this art of devices [1] [2].

On the Figure 6 can follow how is developed the self power
providing method. In this integrated circuit has own inner
stand by power supply device, so the the power consumption
in OFF mode of device is more less.

Fig. 6. Inner structure of multi-voltage switching mode power supply
controller [1].

V. RESULT OF MEASURING

We compiled of the average household. We create such
an average household which contains televisions, media-box,
mobile phone chargers to the counting (Table III). Further-
more, the Internet connection requires a modem, a router and
a laptop. Two cell phone charger were taken into the counting
because at least two people have got a mobile phone. In the
garage is at least one Do it yourself equipment for example



Fig. 4. Circuit environment of a switching mode power supply and it’s controller [2].

a screwdriver which has a battery therefore there is also a
charger. I wrote one media-box and two TV’s because in my
opinion popular behavior put a second TV into the bedroom,
kitchen, children’s room. This TV can be operated by only
antenna, so it is not usually to use media-box.

VI. COST ANALYSIS

We looked at the devices how many hours a week is
operating or in stand by mode. During one week these devices
in stand-by mode produce 7,067kWh consumption, which
means 349,71HUF in money. This consumption in a whole
year means 18 185,33HUF. During operation, these devices
over a period of one week generate 16,136kWh consumption
which means 798,45HUF. It means 41 519,662HUF int he
whole year.

Type of Device In operation Standby Weekly O/S
8586 Mediabox 30,16W 21,16W 42/126Wh
WBR-G2 router 12,68W 12,68W 168/0Wh
EPC 3212 modem 14,44W 14,44W 168/0Wh
LG 32LS570S TV 47,65W 11,13W 42/126Wh
TS 2510 TV 140,5W 15,63W 42/126Wh
A12E 8,23W 2,57W 3,5/164,5Wh
PDA N560 6,30W 0,17W 7/161Wh
E72 phone 9,57W 0,07W 7/161Wh
HP 6110 40,16W 5,22W 56/112Wh

TABLE III
POWER CONSUMPTION OF SELECTED DEVICE IN OPERATING (O) AND

STANDBY (S) MODE.

We put together an average household without freezers to
the counting (Table IV.). The Internet requires a modem, a
router and a laptop. Two cell phone charger were taken into
the counting. In he garage is at least one screwdriver charger.
I wrote one media-box and two TV’s because in my opinion
popular put a second TV into the bedroom, kitchen, children’s
room. This TV can be operated by only antenna, so it is not
usually to use media-box.

Type of Device Weekly Consumption
8586 Mediabox 3933Wh
WBR-G2 router 2130Wh
EPC 3212 modem 2425Wh
LG 32LS570S TV 3403Wh
TS 2510 TV 7870Wh
A12E 3,452Wh
PDA N560 78Wh
E72 phone 78Wh
HP 6110 52834Wh

TABLE IV
WEEKLY ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AT ESTIMATED USAGE.

We looked at the devices how many hours a week is
operating or in stand by mode. During one week these devices
in stand-by mode produce 7,067kWh consumption, which
means 349,71HUF in money. This consumption in a whole
year means 18 185,33HUF.

During operation, these devices over a period of one week
generate 16.136kWh consumption which means 800HUF. It
means 42 000HUF int he whole year.



VII. CONCLUSION

We hope that this short article we can show any aspect of
the legends and facts about in the connector forgotten plug.
Let our brain work, and not forget the any times ten Forint, is
one side, and other side is the continues searching of device,
breaks down of charger. Other hand, let not forget that, the
comfort is an extra servicing which has got own cost.

We believe at this topic main principium is the reasonable.
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